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Adaptive High-Performance Velocity
Evaluation Based on a High-Resolution
Time-to-Digital Converter
John N. Lygouras, Theodore P. Pachidis, Member, IEEE,
Kostas N. Tarchanidis, Member, IEEE, and Vassilis S. Kodogiannis, Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, an improved method is presented to
derive the velocity information in a pulse-number measurement/
time-duration-type digital tachometer by processing its pulse
train. The method incorporates encoder pulse counting and very
accurate time measurement. The velocity sampling interval is
not constant but is continuously modified. An adaptive algorithm
provides a wide-range velocity evaluation with very good accuracy.
The adaptation of the next sampling period, according to the
instant velocity, results in better response times at low speeds
and a very high accuracy at medium and high speeds. Compared
to currently known methods, the time measurement resolution
and, consequently, the velocity accuracy is improved by using the
proposed method due to the inclusion of high-resolution time-
to-digital converters in the design. The proposed configuration can
be implemented in specific hardware by using field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), thus saving the computational power of the
digital signal processor that supervises the system for higher level
control tasks.
Index Terms—Adaptive sampling interval, digital encoder, field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), time-to-digital converter
(TDC), velocity evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
MODERN position control techniques require increasedprocessing speed and, consequently, computational
power, particularly in high-speed systems. Recent trends in
position control problems have adopted the use of micro-
controllers or digital signal processors (DSPs) and digital
techniques rather than analog circuits to implement system
control functions. Direct digital control techniques have clear
advantages in terms of improvement in performance, flex-
ibility in implementation, and user adjustments of control
strategies/configurations. In addition, microcontrollers or DSPs
could utilize functions such as data acquisition and processing,
monitoring, display, and diagnostics. Complex control algo-
rithms are also easy to implement. The DSP’s microcontroller
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architecture contributes to the reduction in system hardware
and its cost. Since simple position feedback provides poor
performance and the controller gain increment results in an
oscillatory system response, the digital positioning loop is
usually supplemented by a velocity loop to initiate damping.
Hence, actual velocity feedback becomes necessary.
The problem of optimum velocity evaluation, given a se-
quence of outputs from a digital position sensor, is important
in many process applications and motion control systems. A
large number of digital tachometers that have been mentioned
in the literature [1]–[5] are based on the measurement/time
duration (M/T)-type digital tachometer. Velocity measurement
can be obtained by processing the frequency or the period of the
encoder pulses. There are many methods on velocity measure-
ment or estimation by an optical encoder. Among them there
are two commonly used methods: 1) the M method and 2) the
T method. In the M method, which is also called the fixed-time
method, the number of pulses from the optical encoder is cal-
culated during successive fixed-time intervals, and arithmetic
differentiation is executed. In a variation of this method, the
position history is accumulated over more than two successive
time intervals. The phase difference of the codes between two
succeeding sample periods corresponds to the velocity. To ob-
tain an average velocity, considering that single differentiation
results in poor accuracy due to spatial quantization, Pdk (i.e.,
the rotating angle or displacement in T seconds) is accumulated
during Nc sampling periods. However, the required time for the
velocity value calculation is increased by the nature of process
itself. The method of arithmetic differentiation is used because
of its simplicity in low-cost and low-requirement applications.
In the T method or the fixed-position method, the velocity is
calculated as the interpulse angle divided by the time between
sequential pulses. A small accuracy is achieved at low-speed
ranges with the M method, whereas a high accuracy is achieved
with the T method, which is applicable only to low-speed
ranges. Several combined methods have also been proposed,
e.g., the M/T method, which works in all speed ranges and
has a high accuracy in the low-speed range. The method is
extended to a system that is called constant sample-time digital
tachometer (CSDT).
The constant elapsed time (CET) method is based on count-
ing encoder pulses in a specific time interval, and the corre-
sponding time is measured by counting the clock pulses of
a high-frequency clock with period Tc. The measured time
0018-9456/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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interval should satisfy the conditions that it should be larger
than or equal to the desired CET Tel and contain an integer
number of encoder pulses. The double-buffered method that
was presented in [1] is based on pulse counting and pulse period
measurement during a fixed sampling time. A new architecture
for processing pulses that are derived from an optical incre-
mental encoder is described in [3], where information about
absolute position and velocity is discussed. Encoder interface
circuitry is implemented in a very high speed integrated circuit
hardware description language. The elapsed time between two
subsequent readouts is managed by the processor, according to
previous estimates. In [4], a novel method of velocity measure-
ment for motor drives with optical encoders is proposed. The
method, which is called the “synchronous measurement method
or the S method,” measures the velocity, which is synchronized
with the alteration of pulse numbers. Accurate velocity mea-
surement is reported in all speed ranges. A processing algo-
rithm that employs a novel mixed time–frequency measurement
technique of the encoder signals is presented in [5]. In all the
relevant methods for speed evaluation, the accuracy, among
other parameters, strongly depends on the resolution that the
time intervals are measured.
In [6], the proposed speed measurement system is based on
an advanced single-buffered method that utilizes both the pulse
counting and the period measurement. The authors report an
extremely wide speed range of 5× 10−5–1830 r/min, which is
independent of the sampling time and was chosen to be between
100 µs and 22 ms. The maximum static relative error is limited
to 6.67× 10−4 for a 1-ms sampling time or to 6.67× 10−3 for
a 100-µs sampling time. This method is suitable for a real-time
control and an offline speed analysis. Accurate determination
of the surface velocity profile of an almost uniformly rotating
drum is considered in [7], where a measuring wheel is placed
in direct contact with the drum and is rigidly coupled to an
encoder of high line count. A new algorithm is described, which
computes the nonlinear filtering of the encoder output in such a
manner to yield a very close approximation to the actual drum
velocity under most circumstances.
Kavanagh [8] examines sensor nonideality that can intro-
duce very significant errors into the tachometer output. It is
shown that performance can greatly be improved (i.e., the
noise present in the velocity signal is significantly reduced)
by oversampling the counter values used for velocity cal-
culation. The counting and oversampling operations that are
inherent in the oversampled CSDT are implemented using a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The FPGA acts as a
peripheral device to a DSP. To exactly measure the duration
between two (e.g., rising) edges of tachometer pulses, an aux-
iliary counter is commonly used. The addition of this auxiliary
counter provides very accurate measurement for the period T
of the encoder pulses and, thus, more accurate calculation of
the velocity. To obtain high-precision time measurement, many
authors use the interpolation technique that was proposed by
Nutt [9]. In [10], Lygouras et al. describe a new method for
processing information that is derived from an optical encoder
to estimate velocity. The adaptation of the sampling interval
according to instant rotational speed allows the evaluation of the
velocity with very good accuracy at either low or high speeds,
and small response times at high speeds can be achieved.
The circuit is a single-chip design that was implemented in
a static random access memory (SRAM) FPGA. Recent im-
provements in FPGAs have offered new possibilities for the
development of fast, precise, and cost-effective time-to-digital
converters (TDCs) with direct coding. Using the FPGA de-
vices that were produced in the 0.65-µm (or less) comple-
mentary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technology with
user-programmable amorphous antifuse structures [11], TDCs
whose resolution is better than 200 ps can be designed. Since
the time coding is directly realized by the tapped digital delay
lines, those TDCs feature very low conversion time [12].
In this paper, the design of a high-performance circuit for
very accurate velocity evaluation over a wide range of speeds
is described. A new technique for processing the pulses from
an optical encoder is proposed, combining counters as in the
M/T method and high-resolution TDCs on a single CMOS
FPGA chip to derive the velocity information. The adopted
scheme is an adaptive sampling interval technique that allows
velocity evaluation with very high accuracy, both at very low
and at high velocities. The instant encoder’s waveform period
measurement is used to accordingly adapt the next sampling
time interval. This is an adaptive method, which results in a
greater accuracy at a wide range of velocity measurements
rather than the simple CET or double-buffered method. Our
method is based on a combination of three previous works:
1) the immediate measurement of encoder pulses and the
corresponding time interval that many authors have previously
described in the literature [1]–[4]; 2) the adaptive sampling
interval method [10], which allows the widening of the mea-
surement range of velocities with a very high accuracy; and 3)
the improved method for measuring time intervals with 200-ps
resolution and 43-s range [12].
In the following sections, the circuit’s most significant parts
are described and analyzed, and the overall performance of
the chip is discussed. The proposed design is described, and
experimental results from the constructed velocity evaluation
chip are presented. The circuit is implemented as a single-chip
design on an all-layer copper SRAM process FPGA chip.
II. ACCURATE VELOCITY EVALUATION USING TDCS
The design of an interpolating time counter on a single
CMOS FPGA chip that contains two 6-bit TDCs, two multibit
synchronous counters that operate at a 100-MHz clock, one
control register, and input/output circuits is described in [12].
The measured time range of the counter spans 0–43 s at a
resolution of 200 ps. A similar technique for high-resolution
measurement of the sampling period T is used in this paper.
The operation principle of the tachometer is shown in Fig. 1.
An encoder pulse counter (EPC) counts the encoder pulse
number Np that was contained in the time interval T (which
is equal to 1 for the example in Fig. 1). The second main time
counter (MTC) measures the duration of Ts from a stable high-
frequency clock. The MTC counts the integer number Nc of
the reference clock periods T0. To compensate for the fact that
encoder edges asynchronously occur with the MTC clock edges
and to obtain high precision in period T duration measurement
Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Westminster. Downloaded on June 9, 2009 at 05:14 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 1. Operation principle of the M/T-type tachometer that incorporates a TDC.
(with a quantization step of 400 ps instead of 10 ns),
we have used a time interpolation technique, as in [12]. It
involves splitting the measurement time interval T into three
parts, as shown in Fig. 1. The first part is the integer number
Nc of the reference clock periods T0(Ts = NcxT0) and the
two intervals (at the initial and final parts of the measurement
interval) Taux(i− 1) and Taux(i), each having a duration of
less than one clock period, as shown in Fig. 1. T0 is measured
by a synchronous 23-bit binary counter to a 10-ns accuracy (at
a 100-MHz clock), whereas the remaining two parts Taux(i−
1) = NAτA and Taux(i) = NBτB are measured with the aid of
two TDCs with quantization steps τA and τB , respectively. All
these counters are simultaneously and synchronously reset with
an encoder pulse edge. We have taken into consideration that,
since the two TDCs are implemented in the same FPGA that
uses identical delay cells, the average quantization step of each
cell is the same for both TDCs (i.e., τA = τB = τ ).
The relation between the time intervals T and Ts is
T =Ts + Taux(i− 1)− Taux(i)
=NcT0 + NAτ −NBτ
=NcT0 + (NA −NB)τ. (1)
The calculation of an accurate velocity estimate (in units







NcT0 + (NA −NB)τ . (2)
The TDC process is directly realized by a time-coding line
that consists of two tapped delay lines that work in differential
mode, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The first line is a chain of 63
AND gates B1, B2, . . . , B63, and the second line is a chain of 63
latch flip-flops L1, L2, . . . , L63. If the latch delay propagation
time τ1 is longer than the AND gate delay τ2(τ1 > τ2), the
time quantization step (or the incremental resolution) τA (in
seconds) of the TDC A is determined by their difference
(i.e., τA = τ1 − τ2). This difference can be made considerably
shorter than the propagation delay time of the fastest gate in
the FPGA logic block. The time intervals that we are interested
in measuring are the time differences between rising edges
of the pulses IN (the START pulse in the rising edge of
the encoder pulse at the start of the sampling interval for
TDC A or the STOP pulse at the end of the sampling interval
for TDC B) and EN (i.e., the rising edge of the next MTC
clock pulse for both counters). When EN = L, all latches in
the chain are transparent, and their states follow the input,
i.e., IN = L. Due to this autoreset feature, there is no need
for a separate reset signal for the chain. When IN = H , this
logic “H” propagates by sequentially changing the state of
the register flip-flops, with a delay of τ1 (in seconds) in each.
After nτ1 (in seconds), the first n F/Fs in the chain will have
to change their output Q to “H ,” whereas the remaining F/Fs
will still be at “L.” The transition of EN from low to high
sets out the “hold” condition for each F/F until it is “Reset”
by the corresponding AND gate output (i.e., L1 by gate B3, L2
by gate B4, L3 by gate B5, and so on). Since IN = H due
to the START signal and EN = L (and, thus, ENOUT = L),
the “H” that is produced in the Q output of the first F/F (with
delay τ1) “runs” through the F/F chain with a speed of (1/τ1)
F.Fs./s. Similarly, when EN = H (and, thus, ENOUT = H),
this “H” also runs through the AND gates chain with a speed
of (1/τ2) gates/s. Since 1/τ1 < 1/τ2, the “H” state in the first
chain will prevent the “H” state in the second chain after time
Taux(i− 1) = NA(τ1 − τ2), where NA is the number of F/Fs
when the “H” state has already “run.” This state is coded in
the second delay line by setting a high level at the output Q
of the last cell whose CP input changes (i.e., from low to
high). The “one-out-of-63” code that is produced in the output
of the 63 F/F latch is coded in a 6-bit binary word through
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Fig. 2. Simplified logic diagram of (a) the TDC with direct coding and (b) detailed LE in the FPGA device that was used.
a combinational circuit. In the case where we assume a
100-MHz clock (To = 10 ns) and a resolution τA = 400 ps for
the TDC, 63 delay cells is sufficient, since only 25 cells are,
in fact, used to achieve the total time span that is equal to the
single period of the reference clock. The above configuration
has been favored instead of others that are possible, since it can
more easily be implemented with the logic elements (LEs) that
are available in the used FPGA. An exactly similar configu-
ration is also used to determine Taux(i) by using the second
TDC B.
Currently available FPGA families are based on a 1.2-V,
90-nm, all-layer copper SRAM process and feature new logic
structures that maximize performance and enable device den-
sities that approach to 200 000 equivalent LEs. They support
various I/O standards, along with support for 1-Gb/s source
synchronous signaling with dynamic phase alignment circuitry
and offer a complete clock management solution with an in-
ternal clock frequency of up to 550 MHz. The LE that has
been used in our application is shown in Fig. 2(b). This LE
can be used either as a delay cell as it stands (combining the L1
F/F with the AND gate B2, the L2 F/F with the AND gate B3,
and so on) or as a single AND gate to implement the gate B1,
provided that we give a permanent “H” to the “clkena” input
and a low level in the “clk” input, which is also used here as
the EN input. Using such an LE, where the time delay is τ1 (in
seconds) for the F/F and τ2 (in seconds) for the AND gate, their
difference will be the resolution of the TDC, which is uniform
in consecutive cells and is quite stable in temperature.
III. VELOCITY EVALUATION CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The block diagram of the FPGA design for position detection
and adaptive velocity evaluation circuit, according to the new
proposed technique, is presented in Fig. 3. To simplify the
operation, the circuit is divided in three subblocks (included
in dashed lines). The system position measurement is achieved
using the 20-bit up/down-position binary counter, which counts
the encoder pulses (multiplied by four). This binary-encoded
number determines the position of a moving platform in one
direction. The direction detection circuit output determines the
direction of counting (Up/DOWN ) for the position counter
and the velocity sign (VS).
As previously stated, the EPC counts the encoder pulses
that are contained in the (adaptively changing) time interval T ,
whereas the second MTC measures the duration of Ts from a
(100-MHz) stable high-frequency clock. The time interval T
is measured between the rising edges of the input pulses, i.e.,
START and STOP. These pulses are produced at the rising
edges of the first and the final measured encoder pulses, as
defined by the variable sampling interval T (see Fig. 1).
Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Westminster. Downloaded on June 9, 2009 at 05:14 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the digital circuit for position detection and adaptive velocity evaluation, in combination with two TDCs, that is included in the
FPGA chip.
The two TDCs, namely A and B, are used to measure
Taux(i− 1) and Taux(i). The period measurement counter
(PMC), MTC, EPC, and TDC A are reset at a rising edge of
the encoder pulse waveform by the START pulse, whereas the
TDC B is reset by the STOP pulse. The MTC and EPC are
stopped by the next rising edge of the encoder pulse waveform,
which has previously been divided by the frequency divider
(e.g., divided by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 64, 256, or 1024) by using the
STOP pulse. Our proposed method essentially deals with the
adaptive encoder pulse period measurement but with a high ac-
curacy, starting from measuring one encoder pulse period, when
the previous measured period’s maximum value is T (i− 1) =
Tmax. Then, the PMC counts to near its maximum value, and
the ÷ 1 input is selected in MUX A, thus enabling the encoder
pulses to pass undivided to the MUX A output. On the other
hand, in the maximum measured velocity (minimum encoder
pulses period), the PMC counts to near zero, thus selecting the
÷ 1024 input of MUX A. In this case, the time duration of 1024
encoder pulses is measured to accordingly increase accuracy. It
is assumed here that the velocity is constant during one sam-
pling interval, which can vary from 61.2 ms for the slower mea-
surable rotational speed (1 r/min and supposing a 1000-p/rev
encoder) to 7.44 ms for the higher velocity (6000 r/min). The
current encoder’s waveform period Ti measurement is used
here as a basis for adjusting the next sampling period Ti+1.
This is accomplished by a decoder that decodes the output
number of the PMC. We consider that the system is capable
of measuring velocities from 1000 pulses per minute (ppm) =
16.667 pulses per second (pps) (= 1 r/min for rotational speed
measurement) up to 6 million ppm=1000 kpps (= 6000 r/min).
In the case where the PMC reaches its maximum and an
overflow occurs, it is considered to be a zero-velocity (ZV=H)
condition. The relation between the PMC’s output number
and the decoder’s output number m is shown in Table I. The
relation between the encoder’s pulse period Ti (measured by
the PMC) and the decoder’s output value is also shown, as well
as the next sampling interval duration Ti+1 for each of the eight
different sampling intervals. In the last column, one missing
pulse error for the TDC for each sampling interval is given.
The actual position and velocity-related information that is
provided by the FPGA chip are directly fed to the DSP data bus
by using three binary words. These data words are isolated from
the DSP data bus by three tristate buffers, which are memory
mapped to the processor in specific addresses and are selected
through the address decoder. Table II indicates the format that
was used in acquiring the actual position and the necessary in-
formation for the velocity evaluation. The memory-mapped I/O
is used in the DSP, and the addresses F0FFFFh–FFFFFFh in the
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TABLE I
ADAPTIVE HIGH-PERFORMANCE VELOCITY EVALUATION SYSTEM DETAILS
TABLE II
FORMAT FOR ACQUIRING THE ACTUAL POSITION AND THE NECESSARY INFORMATION FOR THE VELOCITY EVALUATION
memory map block are reserved for addressing I/O peripherals.
The DSP is used in the microprocessor mode (MC/MP = L).
The eight most significant bits out of the DSP’s 24-bit address
bus (A23–A16), plus the R/W and STRB signals, are fed
to a decoder to decode the specific address of the peripheral
device. This imposes a limit of 24 = 16 peripheral devices in
the particular memory map block, which is enough for this
application. Two of the decoder’s outputs are used to select
input data from MUX B according to Table II. For example, the
20-bit position word and the 10-bit EPC content are selected
and fed through the tristate buffer C to the DSP’s data bus
(D0–D19 for position and D20–D29 for EPC content) when
the address that was accessed is F0FFFFh. The 6-bit content
of TDC A and 3-bit number m are accessed from the F1FFFFh
address. The bits, namely ZV, VS, the 6-bit content of TDC B,
and the 23-bit MTC, are accessed from the F2FFFFh address.
Finally, if any other address is accessed, the tristate buffers are
driven in the high-Z state. The 32-bit tristate buffers are enabled
at the rising edge of the DSP R/W signal, and the read cycle is
synchronized by the STRB signal.
The values of Np, NA, NB , NC , and m are used by the DSP
to calculate the velocity by using (5) and, consequently, the lin-
ear velocity of the moving platform in our application. Since Np
is the angular position difference and T is the accurate sampling










and p is the number of encoder marks per rotation (or per
length unit for linear motion).







mp [NcT0+(NA−NB)τ ] (in radians per second).
(5)
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The following equations are used to evaluate the performance:
Qυ =
2π





mp [NcT0 + (NA −NB)(NA −NB − 1)τ ] υ (7)
where υ denotes the actual angular (or linear) velocity, Qυ
denotes the absolute velocity resolution, and (Qυ/υ) denotes
the relative velocity resolution.
It is clear, so far, that the measurement or sampling time T
changes in relation to the actual measured velocity. With the
encoder’s very low rotational speed, e.g., less than 1 r/min, the
PMC reaches its maximum, and a carry-out signal is considered
as a “ZV” condition. This information is stored in a flip-flop
(not shown in Fig. 3 for simplicity), which is also reset by
the START pulse. This velocity is referred as the “minimum




(in radians per second). (8)
The maximum measurement range can be extended by
making several modifications, e.g., using an EPC with more
capacity (e.g., 12 bits).
IV. ERROR CONSIDERATIONS
Among the several methods that were used to evaluate speed,
a very high potential accuracy of the velocity measurement can
be obtained using the M/T-type method. Several methodologies
for mathematical analysis have been applied to digital sensors
and to other more general class of systems, which involve the
digital differentiation of quantized noise-affected signals. These
analyses have concentrated on the error that results from the
digital nature of the auxiliary counter. The relative error due to
this effect is usually approximated at most rates by 1/(Tfaux),
where faux is the auxiliary counter frequency (e.g., an uncer-
tainty on the order of 1× 10−4% is expected if T = 10 ms and
faux = 100 MHz). The error that results according to the above
approximation for each different sampling interval is shown as
“one TDC missing pulse error” in the last column in Table I.
However, in practice, the actual performance is substantially
poorer than indicated in such analyses due to the encoder
nonidealities and other sources of error, thus introducing a
bias in the measured velocity output. The nonequal distances
between pulses results in differential- and integral-type errors
that appear as high- and low-frequency errors when viewed
over the circumference of the encoder disk. Other sources of
error are the nonconstant velocity inside one sampling interval,
the bearing nonideality, the influence of torque transmission
compliance, etc.
To test the performance of the designed TDC, a similar
technique to that used in [12] is followed: A large number
of measurements of random time intervals with uniform time
distribution were taken under computer control to evaluate the
differential and integral nonlinearity. A sample size that is equal
to 500 000 was considered to reduce the statistical error. In
Fig. 4. Comparison of the theoretical resolution of our method with four other
methods: 1) the M method (simple encoder pulses measurement in a fixed
sampling period); 2) the T method (simple period measurement -division of
interpulse angle by the pulse interval time); 3) the M/T method; and 4) the
S method [4].
the 10-ns range and with 400 ps per channel resolution, the
number of usable channels is 25. The mean channel count is
20 000, and the standard deviation of the count number in the
channel is 141.42. The measured nonlinearity was expressed in
terms of the system’s least significant bit (LSB) or 10 ns per
25 channels = 400 ps. The differential obtained nonlinearity
was within −0.5 and +0.48 LSB, and the integral nonlinearity
range was between −0.2 and +1.1 LSB. The temperature also
affects the differential and integral nonlinearities of the TDCs,
which tend to be extended with the temperature increment.
The performance of the method can be estimated by com-
paring its resolution to other relevant methods. Fig. 4 gives the
measurement resolution for the following five methods:
1) the M method (simple encoder pulses measurement in a
fixed sampling period);
2) the T method (simple period measurement, i.e., division
of interpulse angle by the pulse interval time);
3) the M/T method;
4) the S method described in [4];
5) our method.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an improved method for evaluating the velocity
of a moving system (rotating or linearly moving) that is based
on the information that is provided by a digital encoder has
been presented and compared with other similar techniques. A
high-performance velocity evaluation algorithm that is based on
the use of TDCs and a new adaptive sampling interval method
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has been implemented and experimentally tested. The inclusion
of the enhanced resolution sampling interval T measurement
subsystem allows compensation for the fact that encoder edges
asynchronously occur with the MTC pulses or instrumentation
system that operates with a fixed sampling interval.
The circuit is a one-chip design and was implemented in
an FPGA chip. Comparing the method with other related
techniques that were presented shows that a very good “one
missing pulse error” can be achieved by using the accurate
measurement of the exact sampling interval T . The accuracy
that was achieved with this method is far beyond the limits of
the inaccuracies/imperfections of rotary encoders that originate
in other sources. For example, the maximum relative error in
∆p that was caused by nonequidistant encoder pulses for the
encoder that was used in the implementation was specified, ac-
cording to the information from the manufacturer, to be 0.07%.
The system can be used in high-accuracy position control
applications for closed-loop motor control that require position
and velocity feedback. The characteristics of the adaptive sam-
pling interval method, together with a high-accuracy TDC, has
been described, as summarized in Table I, which shows that a
very high accuracy in velocity measurement can be achieved
using the proposed method from very low rotational velocities
(e.g., 1 r/min) to very high speeds (e.g., 6000 r/min). The
sampling interval in high speeds is increased, as compared to
other methods.
The instability of the clock frequency that was used as well as
the truncation error are considered negligible. The performance
standards that were used are the relative error approximated by
1/(Tfaux) and the response time at low and high velocities.
An encoder with 1000 pulses per revolution has been used for
testing purposes. The method that was presented here has the
following advantages as compared to other methods.
• No input pulse synchronization is needed.
• The sampling period is not fixed but variable, resulting in
a very good accuracy at medium and high speeds and in a
faster response at low speeds.
• Due to its implementation in specific hardware, there is
no need to utilize software timers and generate interrupts,
which require significant processing time. This can elevate
system performance by offloading computationally inten-
sive functions from the DSP processor.
• The acceleration of the moving system that uses the digital
encoder can be calculated using the simple differentiation
method without accumulated quantization error.
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